
Satis�ability and Finite Model Propertyfor the Alternating-Time �-Calulus?Sven Shewe and Bernd FinkbeinerUniversit�at des Saarlandes, 66123 Saarbr�uken, Germanyfshewejfinkbeinerg�s.uni-sb.deAbstrat. This paper presents a deision proedure for the alternating-time �-alulus. The algorithm is based on a representation ofalternating-time formulas as automata over onurrent game strutures.We show that language emptiness of these automata an be heked inexponential time. The omplexity of our onstrution meets the knownlower bounds for deiding the satis�ability of the lassi �-alulus. Itfollows that the satis�ability problem is EXPTIME-omplete for thealternating-time �-alulus.1 IntrodutionIn the design of distributed protools, we are often interested in the strategiabilities of ertain agents. For example, in a ontrat-signing protool, it is im-portant to ensure that while Alie and Bob an ooperate to sign a ontrat,Bob never has a strategy to obtain Alie's signature unless, at the same time,Alie has a strategy to obtain Bob's signature as well (f. [10℄). Suh propertiesan be expressed in the alternating-time �-alulus (AMC) [1℄, whih extendsthe lassi �-alulus with modalities that quantify over the strategi hoies ofa group of agents. The models of AMC are a speial type of labeled transitionsystems, alled onurrent game strutures, where eah transition results from aset of deisions, one for eah agent.In this paper, we present the �rst deision proedure for the satis�abilityof AMC formulas. The satis�ability problem asks for a given AMC formula 'whether there exists a onurrent game struture that satis�es '. Previous re-searh has foused on the model heking problem [1, 2℄, whih asks whether agiven onurrent game struture satis�es its spei�ation. By ontrast, our pro-edure heks whether a spei�ation an be implemented at all. For example,we an automatially prove the lassi result that it is impossible to implementfair ontrat-signing without a trusted third party [6℄.We introdue an automata-theoreti framework for alternating-time logis.Automata over onurrent game strutures (ACGs) are a variant of alternating? This work was partly supported by the German Researh Foundation (DFG) aspart of the Transregional Collaborative Researh Center \Automati Veri�ationand Analysis of Complex Systems" (SFB/TR 14 AVACS).



tree automata, where the atoms in the transition funtion do not refer to in-dividual suessors in the input struture, but instead quantify universally orexistentially over all suessors that result from the agents' deisions. Spei�-ally, a universal atom (�; A0) refers to all suessor states for some deision ofthe agents in a set A0, and an existential atom (}; A0) refers to some suessorstate for eah deision of the agents not in A0. In this way, the automaton an runon game strutures with arbitrary, even in�nite, branhing degree. Every AMCformula an be translated into an automaton that aepts exatly the modelsof the formula. Satis�ability of AMC formulas thus orresponds to languagenonemptiness of ACGs.The ore result of the paper is the �nite model property for ACGs. We�rst prove that, given any game struture aepted by an ACG G, we an �nda bounded game struture that is also aepted by G. In the bounded gamestruture, the number of possible deisions of eah agent is limited by someonstant m, determined by the size of G.The emptiness problem of ACGs thus redues to the emptiness problem ofalternating tree automata and, sine non-empty automata over �nitely-branhingstrutures always aept some �nite struture [15, 14℄, there must exist a �nitegame struture in the language of G. The drawbak of this redution is that thetrees aepted by the alternating tree automaton branh over the deisions of allagents: the number of diretions is therefore exponential in the number of agents.Sine the emptiness problem of alternating tree automata is exponential in thenumber of diretions, this results in a double-exponential deision proedure.We show that it is possible to deide emptiness in single-exponential time.Instead of onstruting an alternating automaton that aepts exatly them-bounded game strutures in the language of the ACG, we onstrut a uni-versal automaton that only preserves emptiness. Unlike alternating automata,universal automata an be redued to deterministi automata with just a singleexponential inrease in the number of states. For deterministi automata, theomplexity of the emptiness problem is only linear in the number of diretions.Our approah is onstrutive and yields a tight omplexity bound: the sat-is�ability problem for AMC is EXPTIME-omplete. If the AMC formula is sat-is�able, we an synthesize a �nite model within the same omplexity bound.Sine AMC subsumes the alternating-time temporal logi ATL* [4, 1℄, we obtaina deision proedure for this logi as well.Related work. The automata-theoreti approah to the satis�ability problemwas initiated in the lassi work by B�uhi, MNaughton, and Rabin on monadiseond-order logi [3, 13, 15℄. For linear-time temporal logi, satis�ability an bedeided by a translation to automata over in�nite words [18℄; for branhing-timelogis, suh as CTL* and the modal �-alulus, by a translation to automataover in�nite trees that branh aording to inputs and nondeterministi hoies[12, 5, 11, 20℄. For alternating-time temporal logis, previous deidability resultshave been restrited to ATL [17, 19℄, a sublogi of ATL*.Automata over onurrent game strutures, introdued in this paper, pro-vide an automata-theoreti framework for alternating-time logis. Automata2



over onurrent game strutures extend symmetri alternating automata [20℄,whih have been proposed as the automata-theoreti framework for the lassi�-alulus. Symmetri automata branh universally into all suessors or exis-tentially into some suessor.2 Preliminaries2.1 Conurrent Game StruturesConurrent game strutures [1℄ generalize labeled transition systems to a set-ting with multiple agents. A onurrent game struture (CGS) is a tupleC = (P;A; S; s0; l; �; �), where{ P is a �nite set of atomi propositions,{ A is a �nite set of agents,{ S is a set of states, with a designated initial state s0 2 S,{ l : S ! 2P is a labeling funtion that deorates eah state with a subset ofthe atomi propositions,{ � is a set of possible deisions for every agent, and{ � : S ��A ! S is a transition funtion that maps a state and the deisionsof the agents to a new state.A onurrent game struture is alled bounded if the set � of deisions is �nite,m-bounded if � = Nm = f1; : : : ;mg, and �nite if S and � are �nite.Example. As a running example, we introdue a simple CGS C0 with anin�nite number of states and an in�nite number of possible deisions. In everystep, two agents eah pik a real number and move to the state d22 � d12,where d1 is the deision of agent a1 and d2 is the deision of agent a2. Weuse two propositions, p1 and p2, where p1 identi�es the non-negative numbersand p2 the rational numbers. Let C0 = (P;A; S; s0; l; �; �), with P = fp1; p2g,A = fa1; a2g, S = R, s0 = 0, p1 2 l(s) i� s � 0, p2 2 l(s) i� s 2 Q, � = R,and � : (s; (d1; d2)) 7! d22 � d12. It is easy to see that in all states of this CGS,agent a1 an enfore that p1 eventually always holds true. Additionally, if agenta1 deides before agent a2, agent a2 an always respond with a deision suhthat p2 holds in the following state.2.2 Alternating-Time �-alulusThe alternating-time �-alulus (AMC) extends the lassial �-alulus withmodal operators whih express that an agent or a oalition of agents has astrategy to aomplish a goal. AMC formulas are interpreted over onurrentgame strutures. 3



AMC Syntax. AMC ontains the modality �A0', expressing that a set A0 � Aof agents an enfore that a property ' holds in the suessor state, and themodality }A0', expressing that it annot be enfored against the agents A0 that' is violated in the suessor state. Let P and B denote disjoint �nite sets ofatomi propositions and bound variables, respetively. Then{ true and false are AMC formulas.{ p, :p and x are AMC formulas for all p 2 P and x 2 B.{ If ' and  are AMC formulas then ' ^  and ' _  are AMC formulas.{ If ' is an AMC formula and A0 � A then �A0' and }A0' are AMC formulas.{ If x 2 B and ' is an AMC formula where x ours only free, then �x:' and�x:' are AMC formulas.The set of subformulas of a formula ' is denoted by sub(') and its alternationdepth by alt(') (for simpliity we use the syntati alternation of least andgreatest �xed-point operators).AMC Semantis. An AMC formula ' with atomi propositions P is inter-preted over a CGS C = (P;A; S; s0; l; �; �). k'kC � S denotes the set of stateswhere ' holds. A CGS C = (P;A; S; s0; l; �; �) is a model of a spei�ation 'with atomi propositions P i� s0 2 k'kC.{ Atomi propositions are interpreted as follows: kfalsekC = ; andktruekC = S, kpkC = fs 2 S j p 2 l(s)g and k:pkC = fs 2 S j p =2 l(s)g.{ Conjuntion and disjuntion are interpreted as intersetion and union, re-spetively: k' ^  kC = k'kC \ k kC and k' _  kC = k'kC [ k kC.{ A state s 2 S is in k�A0'kC i� the agents A0 an make a deision � 2 �A0suh that, for all deisions �0 2 �ArA0 , ' holds in the suessor state:k�A0'kC = fs 2 S j 9� 2 �A0 : 8�0 2 �ArA0 : �(s; (�; �0)) 2 k'kCg:{ A state s 2 S is in k}A0'kC i� for all deisions � 2 �ArA0 of the agents notin A0, the agents in A0 have a ounter deision �0 2 �A0 whih ensures that' holds in the suessor state:k}A0'kC = fs 2 S j 8�0 2 �ArA0 : 9� 2 �A0 : �(s; (�; �0)) 2 k'kCg.{ The least and greatest �xed points are interpreted as follows:k�x:'kC = TfSx � S j k'kCSxx � Sxg, k�x:'kC = SfSx � S j k'kCSxx � Sxg,where CSxx = (P [fxg; A; S; s0; lSxx ; �; �) denotes the modi�ed CGS with thelabeling funtion lSxx : S ! 2P[fxg with lSxx (s) \ P = l(s) and x 2 lSxx (s) ,s 2 Sx � S. Sine the bound variable x ours only positive in ', k'kCSxx ismonotone in Sx and the �xed points are well-de�ned.AMC ontains the lassi �-alulus with the modal operators � and },whih abbreviate �; and }A, respetively. AMC also subsumes the temporallogi ATL* [1℄, whih is the alternating-time extension of the branhing-timetemporal logi CTL*. ATL* ontains the path quanti�er hhA0ii, whih rangesover all paths the players in A0 an enfore. There is a anonial translationfrom ATL* to AMC [4℄. 4



Example. As disussed in Setion 2.1, the example CGS C0 has the propertythat in all states, agent a1 an enfore that p1 eventually always holds true, andagent a2 an respond to any deision of agent a1 with a ounter deision suhthat p2 holds in the following state. This property is expressed by the AMCformula  = �x:(�y:�z:�fa1g(p1 ^ z _ y)) ^ }fa2gp2 ^ };x.2.3 Automata over Finitely Branhing StruturesAn alternating parity automaton with a �nite set � of diretions is a tupleA = (�;Q; q0; Æ; �), where� is a �nite alphabet, Q is a �nite set of states, q0 2 Qis a designated initial state, Æ is a transition funtion, and � : Q ! C � N is aoloring funtion. The transition funtion Æ : Q�� ! B+ (Q� � ) maps a stateand an input letter to a positive boolean ombination of states and diretions.In the ontext of this paper, we onsider alternating parity automata thatrun on bounded CGSs with a �xed set P of atomi propositions (�=2P ), a �xedset A of agents and a �xed �nite set � of deisions (�=�A). The aeptanemehanism is de�ned in terms of run trees. As usual, an � -tree is a pre�x-losedsubset Y � � � of the �nite words over the set � of diretions. For given sets� and � , a �-labeled � -tree is a pair hY; li, onsisting of a tree Y � � � and alabeling funtion l : Y ! � that maps every node of Y to a letter of �. If �and � are not important or lear from the ontext, hY; li is alled a tree.A run tree hR; ri on a given CGS C = (P;A; S; s0; l; �; �) is a Q�S-labeledtree whose root is deorated with r(") = (q0; s0), and for eah node n 2 Rdeorated with a label r(n) = (q; s), there is a set An � Q � � that satis�esÆ(q; l(s)), suh that (q0; �) is in An i� some hild of n is deorated with a label(q0; �(s; �)).A run tree is aepting i� all in�nite paths ful�ll the parity ondition. Anin�nite path ful�lls the parity ondition i� the highest olor of the states ap-pearing in�nitely often on the path is even. A CGS is aepted by the automatoni� it has an aepting run tree. The set of CGSs aepted by an automaton Ais alled its language L(A). An automaton is empty i� its language is empty.The aeptane of a given CGS C an also be viewed as the outome of a gameplayed over Q�S, starting in (q0; s0). When the game reahes a position (q; s),player aept �rst hooses a set A � Q�� of atoms that satis�es Æ(q; l(s)).Player rejet then hooses one atom (q0; �) from A and the game ontinuesin (q0; �(s; �)). An in�nite sequene (q0; s0)(q1; s1)(q2; s2) : : : of game positionsis alled a play. A play is winning for player aept i� it satis�es the parityondition. A strategy for player aept (rejet) maps eah history of deisions ofboth players to a deision of player aept (rejet). A pair of strategies determinesa play. A strategy for player aept is winning i�, for all strategies of player rejet,the play determined by the strategies is winning for player aept. The CGS Cis aepted i� player aept has a winning strategy.An automaton is universal i� the image of Æ onsists only of onjuntions,nondeterministi i� the image of Æ onsists only of formulas that, when rewritteninto disjuntive normal form, ontain in eah disjunt exatly one element ofQ�f�g for eah � 2 � , and deterministi i� it is universal and nondeterministi.5



For nondeterministi automata, emptiness an be heked with an emptinessgame over Q where, instead of onsidering the letter l(s) on some state s ofa given CGS, the letter is hosen by player aept. The nondeterministi au-tomaton is non-empty i� player aept has a winning strategy in the emptinessgame.3 Automata over Conurrent Game StruturesIn this setion, we introdue automata over onurrent game strutures (ACGs)as an automata-theoreti framework for the alternating-time �-alulus. Theautomata over �nitely branhing strutures desribed in Setion 2.3 do not suf-�e for this purpose, beause they are limited to bounded CGSs. Generalizingsymmetri automata [20℄, ACGs ontain universal atoms (�; A0), whih referto all suessor states for some deision of the agents in A0, and existentialatoms (}; A0), whih refer to some suessor state for eah deision of the agentsnot in A0. In this way, ACGs an run on CGSs with an arbitrary, even in�nite,number of deisions.An ACG is a tuple G = (�;Q; q0; Æ; �), where �, Q, q0, and � are de�ned asfor alternating parity automata in the previous setion. The transition funtionÆ : Q�� ! B+ (Q� ((f�;}g�2A)[f"g)) now maps a state and an input letterto a positive boolean ombination of three types of atoms: (�; A0) is a universalatom, (}; A0) is an existential atom, and " is an "-transition, where only thestate of the automaton is hanged and the state of the CGS remains unhanged.If an ACG has no "-transitions, it is alled "-free.A run tree hR; ri on a given CGS C = (P;A; S; s0; l; �; �) is a Q�S-labeledtree where the root is labeled with (q0; s0) and where, for a node n with a label(q; s) and a set L = fr(n � �) jn � � 2 Rg of labels of its suessors, the followingproperty holds: there is a set A � Q � (f�;}g � 2A [ f"g) of atoms satisfyingÆ(q; l(s)) suh that{ for all universal atoms (q0;�; A0) in A, there exists a deision � 2 �A0of the agents in A0 suh that, for all ounter deisions �0 2 �ArA0 ,(q0; �(s; (�; �0))) 2 L,{ for all existential atoms (q0;}; A0) in A and all deisions �0 2 �ArA0 ofthe agents not in A0, there exists a ounter deision � 2 �A0 suh that(q0; �(s; (�; �0))) 2 L, and{ for all "-transitions (q0; ") in A, (q0; s) 2 L.As before, a run tree is aepting i� all paths satisfy the parity ondition, and aCGS is aepted i� there exists an aepting run tree.The aeptane of a CGS an again equivalently be de�ned as the outomeof a game over Q� S, starting in (q0; s0). Eah round of the game now onsistsof two stages. In the �rst stage, player aept hooses a set A of atoms satisfyingÆ(q; l(s)), and player rejet piks one atom from A. If the result of the �rst stageis an "-transition (q0; "), then the round is �nished and the game ontinues in(q0; s) with the new state of the automaton. If the result of the �rst stage is6



a universal atom (q0; (�; A0)), the seond stage begins by player aept makingthe deisions � 2 �A0 for the agents in A0, followed by player rejet making thedeisions �0 2 �ArA0 for the remaining agents. Finally, if the result of the �rststage is an existential atom (q; (}; A0)), the order of the two hoies is reversed:�rst, player rejet makes the deisions �0 2 �ArA0 for the agents in ArA0;then, player aept makes the deisions � 2 �A0 for the players in A0. After thedeisions are made, the game ontinues in (q0; �(s; (�; �0))).A winning strategy for player aept uniquely de�nes an aepting run tree,and the existene of an aepting run tree implies the existene of a winningstrategy. The game-theoreti haraterization of aeptane is often more on-venient than the haraterization through run trees, beause parity games arememoryless determined [5℄. A CGS is therefore aepted by an ACG i� playeraept has a memoryless winning strategy in the aeptane game, i.e., i� shehas a strategy where her hoies only depend on the state of the game and theprevious deisions in the urrent round.As an additional omplexity measure for an ACG G, we use the set atom(G) �Q�f�;}; "g�2A of atoms that atually our in some boolean funtion Æ(q; �).The elements of atom(G) are alled the atoms of G.Example. The CGSs that satisfy the AMC formula  = �x:(�y:�z:�fa1g(p1^z _ y)) ^ }fa2gp2 ^ };x from Setion 2.2 are reognized by the ACG G =(�;Q; q0; Æ; �), where � = 2fp1;p2g and Q = fq0; q�; q� ; qp2g. The transitionfuntion Æ maps{ (qp2 ; �) to true if p2 2 �, and to false otherwise,{ (q�; �) and (q� ; �) to (q� ;�; fa1g) if p1 2 �, and to (q�;�; fa1g) otherwise,and{ (q0; �) to Æ(q�; �) ^ (qp2 ;}; fa2g) ^ (q0;}; ;).The oloring funtion � maps q� to 1 and the remaining states to 0.Consider again the example CGS C0 from Setion 2.1, whih satis�es  . Inthe aeptane game of G for C0, player aept has no hoie during the �rststage of eah move, and an win the game by making the following deisionsduring the seond stage:{ If one of the atoms (q�;�; fa1g) or (q� ;�; fa1g) is the outome of the �rststage, agent a1 makes the deision 0.{ If the atom (qp2 ;}; fa2g) is the outome of the �rst stage and agent a1 hasmade the deision d1, agent a2 hooses d2 = d1.{ For all other atoms (q; Æ; A0), the deision for all agents in A0 is 0.3.1 From AMC Formulas to Automata over Conurrent GameStruturesThe following theorem provides a translation of AMC formulas to equivalentACGs. It generalizes the onstrution for the modal �-alulus suggested in [20℄and an be proved analogously. 7



Theorem 1. Given an AMC formula ', we an onstrut an ACG G"' =(2V ; sub('); '; Æ; �) with jsub(')j states and atoms and O(jalt (')j) olors thataepts exatly the models of '.Constrution: W.l.o.g., we assume that the bound variables have been on-sistently renamed to ensure that for eah pair of di�erent subformulas �x: and�0x0: 0 (�; �0 2 f�; �g) of ', the bound variables are di�erent (x 6= x0).{ The transition funtion Æ is de�ned, for all free variables p and all boundvariables x, by� Æ(p; �) = true, Æ(:p; �) = false 8p 2 �;� Æ(:p; �) = true, Æ(p; �) = false 8p 2 P r �;� Æ(' ^  ; �) = ('; ") ^ ( ; ") and Æ(' _  ; �) = ('; ") _ ( ; ");� Æ(�A0'; �) = ('; (�; A0)) and Æ(}A0'; �) = ('; (}; A0));� Æ(x; �) = (�x:'; ") and Æ(�x:'; �) = ('; ") � 2 f�; �g.{ The oloring funtion � maps every subformula that is not a �xed pointformula to 0. The olors of the �xed point formulas are de�ned indutively:� Every least �xed point formula �p: is olored by the smallest odd olorthat is greater or equal to the highest olor of eah subformula of  .� Every greatest �xed point formula �p: is olored by the smallest evenolor that is greater or equal to the highest olor of eah subformulaof  . ut3.2 Eliminating "-TransitionsGiven an ACG G" = (�;Q; q0; Æ; �) with "-transitions, we an �nd an "-free ACGthat aepts the same language. The idea of our onstrution is to onsiderthe sequenes of transitions from some position of the aeptane game thatexlusively onsist of "-transitions: if the sequene is in�nite, we an delare thewinner of the game without onsidering the rest of the game; if the sequene is�nite, we skip forward to the next non-"-atom.The onstrution is related to the elimination of "-transitions in ordinaryalternating automata [20℄ and will be inluded in the full version.Lemma 1. Given an ACG G" with n states,  olors and a atoms, we anonstrut an equivalent "-free ACG with at most  � n states,  olors and  � aatoms. ut4 Bounded ModelsWe now show that for every ACG G there exists a bound m suh that G is emptyif and only if G does not aept any m-bounded CGSs. Consider an "-free ACGG and a CGS C = (P;A; S; s0; l; �; �) aepted by G. In the following, we de�ne a�nite set � of deisions and a transition funtion � 0 : S��A ! S, suh that theresulting bounded CGS C0 = (P;A; S; s0; l; �; � 0) is also aepted by G. Before8



we formally de�ne the onstrution in the proof of Theorem 2 below, we �rstgive an informal outline.Let us begin with the speial ase where all atoms of G are of the form(q;�; fag), i.e., a universal atom with a single agent. We use the set of atoms asthe new set of deisions of eah agent. The new transition funtion is obtainedby �rst mapping the deision of eah agent in C0 to a deision in C, and thenapplying the old transition funtion.To map the deisions, we �x a memoryless winning strategy for player aeptin the aeptane game for C. After an atom (q;�; fag) has been hosen in the�rst stage of the aeptane game, player aept begins the seond stage byseleting a deision da for agent a. We map eah deision (q;�; fag) in C0 to thisdeision da in C.Player aept wins the aeptane game for C0 with the following strategy:In the �rst stage of eah move, we apply the winning strategy of player aeptin the aeptane game for C. In the seond stage, we simply selet the atom(q0;�; fa0g) that was hosen in the �rst stage as the deision for agent a0. Sinethe strategy for C wins for all possible deisions of the agents in Arfa0g, it winsin partiular for the deisions seleted in the transition funtion.Suppose next that we still have only universal atoms (q;�; A0), but thatthe set A0 of agents is not required to be singleton. There is no guarantee thatthe deisions of the agents in A0 are onsistent: an agent a may hoose an atom(q;�; A0) where A0 does not ontain a or ontains some other agent a0 who madea di�erent deision. For the purpose of omputing the transition funtion, wetherefore harmonize the deisions by replaing, in suh ases, the deision ofagent a with a �xed deision (q0;�; fag).To win the aeptane game for C0, player aept selets, after an atom(q;�; A0) has been hosen in the �rst stage, this atom (q;�; A0) for all agents inA0. The seletion is therefore onsistent for all agents in A0. Sine the strategywins for all deisions of the agents in ArA0, it does not matter if some of theirdeisions have been replaed. Note that, this way, only deisions of player rejetare hanged in the harmonization.Finally, suppose that G ontains existential atoms. If an existential atom(q;}; A0) is the outome of the �rst stage of the aeptane game, player aeptonly deides after the deisions of the agents in A r A0 have been made byplayer rejet. To implement this order of the hoies in the omputation of thetransition funtion, we allow the player who hooses the last existential atom tooverride all deisions for existential atoms of his opponent. We add the naturalnumbers � jAj as an additional omponent to the deisions of the agents. For agiven ombined deision of the agents, the sum over the numbers in the deisionsof the agents, modulo jAj, then identi�es one favored agent a0 2 A. In this way,whihever player hooses last an determine the favored agent. Given the deisionof agent a0 for some atom (q00;}; A00) or (q00;�; A00), we replae eah deisionfor an existential atom by an agent in ArA00 by the �xed deision (q0;�; fag).To win the aeptane game for C0, the strategy for player aept makes thefollowing hoie after an atom (q0;}; A0) has been hosen in the �rst stage and9



player rejet has made the deisions for all agents in ArA0: for all agents in A0,she selets the atom (q0;}; A0), ombined with some number that ensures thatthe favored agent a0 is in A0.Example. Consider again the CGS C0, whih is aepted by the ACG G with the winning strategy for player aept desribed in Setion 3.1. The newtransition funtion onsists of two steps:In the �rst step, we harmonize the given ombined deision of the agents byreplaing the inonsistent deisions. In the aeptane game, this may hangethe deisions of the agents ontrolled by player rejet. If, for example, the atom(qp2 ;}; fa2g) is the outome of the �rst stage of the aeptane game and playerrejet makes the deision (q0;}; ;; 1) for agent a1, player aept responds bymaking the deision (qp2 ;}; fa2g; 1) for agent a2. The sum of the natural num-bers (1+1) identi�es agent a2, and all existential hoies for groups of agents notontaining a2 are overridden. The resulting hoies are (q0;�; fa1g) for agent a1and (qp2 ;}; fa2g) for agent a2.In the seond step, the deisions of the agents are mapped to deisions in theCGS C0. First, the universal hoies are evaluated: The winning strategy maps(q0;�; fa1g) to the deision d1 = 0 for agent a1. Then, the existential hoie isevaluated: The winning strategy maps (qp2 ;}; fa2g) and the deision d1 = 0 foragent a1 to the deision d2 = d1 = 0 for agent a2.The resulting bounded CGS is very simple: the new transition funtion mapsall deisions to state 0.Theorem 2. An "-free ACG G = (�;Q; q0; Æ; �) is non-empty i� it aepts a(jatom(G)j � jAj)-bounded CGS.Proof. If C = (P;A; S; s0; l; �; �) is aepted by the "-free ACG G =(2P ; Q; q0; Æ; �), then player aept has a memoryless winning strategy in theaeptane game for C. We �x suh a memoryless strategy and use it to on-strut the bounded CGS C0 = (P;A; S; s0; l; �; � 0).Deisions For onveniene, we assume that the set A of agents is an initialsequene of the natural numbers. The new set of deisions � = atom(G) � Aonsists of pairs of atoms and numbers. If the �rst omponent is an existentialatom (q;}; A0), then the sum of the seond omponents of the deisions of allagents is used to validate the hoie.We say that two deisions d1; d2 2 � are equivalent if they agree on their�rst omponent: (a1; a01) � (a2; a02) :, a1 = a2.We say that a ombined deision � 2 �A favors an agent a 2 A, � � a, ifthe sum of the seond arguments, modulo jAj, of this ombined deision is equalto a.We say that the deision da 2 � of agent a prevails in the ombined deision� 2 �A if the following onditions hold for da = ((q; Æ; A0); a00), Æ 2 f�;}g:{ a 2 A0, 10



{ all agents a0 2 A0 have made a deision da0 � da equivalent to the deisionof a, and{ if Æ = }, then a ooperates with the agent favored by the ombined deision� (�� a0 2 A0).Harmonization Let A = Q � f�;}g � 2A. The harmonization h : �A ! AAmaps the deision of the agents to a harmoni deision. Harmoni deisions areelements of AA suh that{ eah agent a 2 A hooses an atom (q; Æ; A0) with q 2 Q, Æ 2 f�;}g, anda 2 A0 � A,{ if an agent a 2 A hooses an atom (q; Æ; A0) 2 A, then all agents a0 2 A0hoose the same atom, and{ if an agent a 2 A hooses an existential atom (q;}; A0) 2 A, then all agentsa0 =2 A0 hoose universal atoms.For prevailing deisions, the harmonization h only deletes the seond om-ponent. Non-prevailing deisions of an agent a are replaed by the �xed deision(q0;�; fag) (whih is not neessarily in atom(G)).Diretion We de�ne the funtion fs : AA ! �A that maps a harmoni deisionto a diretion � 2 �A in C. fs depends on the state s 2 S of C and is determinedby the seond stage of the �xed memoryless strategy.First, the universal deisions are evaluated: if an agent makes the harmonideision (q;�; A0), then �0 2 �A0 is determined by the hoie of player aept inthe seond stage of the winning strategy in state s, when onfronted with theatom (q;�; A0).Then, the existential deisions are evaluated: If an agent makes the harmonideision (q;}; A0) then �0 2 �A0 is determined by the hoie of player aeptin the seond stage of the winning strategy in state s, when onfronted withthe atom (q;}; A0) and the deision �00 2 �ArA0 �xed by the evaluation of theuniversal harmoni deisions.The new transition funtion � 0 : S � �A ! S is de�ned as � 0 : (s; �) 7!�(s; fs(h(�))).Aeptane In the aeptane game for C0, player aept has the followingstrategy: in the �rst stage of eah round, she applies the winning strategy ofthe aeptane game for C. The strategy for the seond stage depends on theoutome of the �rst stage:{ If an atom (q;�; A0) is hosen in the �rst stage, player aept �xes theprevailing deision ((q;�; A0); 1) for all agents a 2 A0.{ If an atom (q;}; A0) with A0 6= ; is hosen in the �rst stage and playerrejet has made the deisions da for all agents a =2 A0, player aept �xes theprevailing deisions ((q;}; A0); na) for the agents a 2 A0 suh that an agenta0 2 A0 is favored. 11



{ If an atom (q;}; ;) is hosen in the �rst stage, then player aept does notpartiipate in the seond stage.We now show that the run tree hR0; r0i de�ned by this strategy is aept-ing. Let hR; ri be the run tree de�ned by the winning strategy in the a-eptane game for C. In the following, we argue that for eah branh labeled(q0; s0) (q1; s1) (q2; s2) : : : in hR0; r0i, there is an identially labeled branh inhR; ri. Sine all branhes of hR; ri satisfy the parity ondition, hR0; r0i must beaepting as well.The root of both run trees is labeled by (q0; s0). If a node labeled (qi; si) inhR0; r0i has a hild labeled (qi+1; si+1), then there must be an atom (qi+1; Æ; A0) 2Q�f�;}g� 2A in the set of atoms hosen by player aept, suh that followingholds: for the deision �0 2 �A0 de�ned by the strategy of player aept, there isa deision �00 2 �ArA0 suh that si+1 = � 0(si; (�0; �00)) = �(si; fsi(h(�0; �00))).Now onsider a node labeled (qi; si) in hR; ri. Sine the strategy of playeraept in the �rst stage of eah round is idential for the two aeptane games,the atom (qi+1; Æ; A0) is also inluded in the set of atoms hosen by playeraept in the aeptane game for C. Player rejet an enfore the deision� = fsi(h(�0; �00)) as follows:{ If Æ = �, player aept hooses the �A0 part of � under the �xed memorylessstrategy for the aeptane game of C, and player rejet an respond byhoosing the �ArA0 part of �.{ If Æ = }, player rejet an hoose the �ArA0 part of �, and player aeptwill reat by hoosing the �A0 part of � under the �xed memoryless strategyfor the aeptane game of C, guaranteeing that � = fsi(h(�0; �00)).In both ases, the new state si+1 = �(si; �) is hosen. The node labeled (qi; si)in hR; ri must therefore have a hild labeled (qi+1; si+1). ut5 Satis�ability and ComplexityAn AMC formula is satis�able if and only if the language of its ACG is nonempty.A simple proedure for deiding emptiness of ACGs is immediately suggestedby Theorem 2: sine we an restrit our attention to m-bounded CGSs with�xed m = jatom(G)j � jAj, we an replae (q; (�; A0)) and (q; (}; A0)) by the or-responding positive boolean ombinations: the resulting automaton aepts ex-atly the m-bounded onurrent game strutures in the language of G. To deideemptiness, we nondeterminize the automaton [7, 14℄ and then solve the empti-ness game. The omplexity of this onstrution is double-exponential: solving theemptiness game of the nondeterministi automaton is exponential in the numberof diretions, whih is already exponential in the number of agents (mjAj).We now desribe an alternative algorithm with only single-exponential om-plexity. Instead of going through an alternating automaton to a nondeterministiautomaton, we go through a universal automaton to a deterministi automaton.The advantage of solving the emptiness game for a deterministi automaton in-stead of for a nondeterministi automaton is that the set of atoms hosen by12



player aept is uniquely determined by the input letter; this redues the num-ber of hoies from exponential in the number of diretions to linear in the sizeof the input alphabet.The onstrution of the universal automaton is based on the observation thatthe winning strategy of player aept that we de�ned in the previous setion anbe represented by assigning a funtion fs : Q ! 2atom(G) to eah state s of C.The set fs(q) ontains the atoms that player aept hooses in the �rst stage ofthe game at position (q; s). Sine the strategy for the seond stage depends onlyon the hosen atom and not on the states of C and G, fs determines the entirestrategy of player aept.The universal automaton runs on bounded CGSs that are annotated by thisfuntion fs; i.e., we extend the alphabet from � to � � (Q ! 2atom(G)) anda CGS is aepted i� fs identi�es a winning strategy for player aept in theaeptane game of the ACG. The onstrution does not hange the set of statesand inreases the input alphabet by an exponential fator in the number of statesand atoms of the ACG.Lemma 2. Given an "-free ACG G = (�;Q; q0; Æ; �) and a set A of agents, wean onstrut a universal parity automaton U = (��(Q! 2atom(G); Q; q0; Æ0; �)on �� (Q! 2atom(G))-labeled CGSs with the set atom(G)�A of deisions suhthat U has the following properties:{ If U aepts a CGS C = (P;A; S; s0; l�strat1; atom(G)�A; �) then G aeptsits � projetion C0 = (P;A; S; s0; l; atom(G)�A; �).{ If U is empty, then G is empty.Proof. We denote with strat2 the funtion that maps eah atom a of G to theset D � (atom(G) � A)A of deisions that are the outome of the seond stageof the aeptane game for some strategy of player rejet, when the outome ofthe �rst stage is a and player aept follows the simple strategy for the seondstage desribed in the proof of Theorem 2. Generalizing strat2 to sets of atoms,we de�ne the transition funtion Æ0 of U by setting Æ0(q;�; s) to false if s(q) doesnot satisfy Æ(q; �), and to a onjuntion over strat2(s(q)) otherwise.If U aepts a CGS C = (P;A; S; s0; l � strat1; atom(G) � A; �), then playeraept has a winning strategy for C0 = (P;A; S; s0; l; atom(G) � A; �) in theaeptane game of G, where the strategy in the �rst stage is de�ned by strat1and the strategy in the seond stage is as de�ned in the proof of Theorem 2.If G aepts a CGS C, then there exists, as desribed in the proof ofTheorem 2, a CGS C0 = (P;A; S; s0; l; atom(G) � A; �), suh that player a-ept wins the aeptane game using some memoryless strategy strat1 in the�rst stage and the anonial strategy in the seond stage. The CGS C00 =(P;A; S; s0; l � strat1; atom(G)�A; �) is aepted by U . utWe transform the universal parity automaton U into a deterministi parityautomaton by �rst transforming U into a universal o-B�uhi automaton withO( � n) states and then using Safra's onstrution [16, 7℄.13



Lemma 3. Given a universal automaton U with n states and  olors, we anonstrut an equivalent deterministi parity automaton D with nO(�n) states andO( � n) olors. utOur transformation of the ACG to the deterministi automaton D thus in-reases both the number of states and the size of the input alphabet to at mostexponential in the number of states of the ACG. The emptiness game of D issolved in polynomial time both in the number of states and in the size of theinput alphabet, providing an exponential-time proedure for deiding emptinessof an ACG.Lemma 4. Given a deterministi parity automaton D = (�;Q; q0; Æ; �) withn states and  olors, we an, in time (n � j�j)O(), deide emptiness and, ifL(D) 6= ;, onstrut a �nite CGS C 2 L(D).Proof. The emptiness problem an be redued to a bipartite parity game withn�(1+j�j) positions and  olors: Player aept owns the positions Q and hoosesa label � 2 �. Player rejet owns the resulting pairs Q�� and an move froma position (q; �) with Æ(q; �) = V�2� (q� ; �) to a position q� (intuitively byhoosing a diretion � 2 � ). The olors of the positions owned by player aeptare de�ned by the oloring funtion �, while all states owned by player rejetare olored by the minimum olor in the mapping of �. This parity game an besolved in time (n � j�j)O() [8℄.D is empty i� player rejet has a winning strategy, and the �-projetion ofa memoryless winning strategy for player aept de�nes a CGS in the languageof D. utCombining Lemma 1, Theorem 2, and Lemmata 2, 3 and 4, we obtain the�nite model property of automata over onurrent game strutures.Theorem 3. Every non-empty ACG with n states,  olors, a atoms and a0agents aepts some �nite CGS with a � a0 diretions and at most nO(3�n2�a2�a0)states, whih an be onstruted in time nO(3�n2�a2�a0). utCombining Theorem 3 with Theorem 1, we furthermore obtain the �nitemodel property for the alternating-time �-alulus:Theorem 4. Given an AMC formula ' with alternation depth d, n subformulas,and a agents, we an deide satis�ability of ' and, if ' is satis�able, onstruta model of ' in time nO(d3�n4�a). utMathing lower bounds for the AMC satis�ability and synthesis problemsare given by the lower bounds for the lassi �-alulus [9, 11℄.Corollary 1. The satis�ability and synthesis problems for the alternating-time�-alulus are EXPTIME-omplete. ut14
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